
Synopsis
Despite their highly specialized charac-

teristics, each of the more than 250 dis-
tinct kinds of cells in the human body car-
ries an identical copy of the DNA. Hence, a
fundamental task of biology is to under-
stand cell differentiation – what it is that
makes a neuron so different from a blood
cell, and how these differences come to be.
As early as 1948, Max Delbrück suggested
that since identical DNA does not imply
identical patterns of gene expression, cell
differentiation in humans or in any other
organism might be associated with the
existence of distinct states of expression in
the genetic regulatory networks of the cell.
Each type of cell would then correspond to
a distinct ‘attractor’ in the dynamics of the
network of interacting genes and proteins,
and the process of differentiation would
involve the transition of the cell from one
such state to another.

Following this picture, a principal aim
of modern molecular biology is to eluci-
date the nature of development by explor-
ing the dynamics of gene regulatory net-
works at the systems level. A gene, when
expressed, leads to the production of pro-
teins that can act to either activate or
inhibit the expression of other genes.
Within networks of such interacting genes
and proteins, feedback loops play a central
role in controlling the dynamics, and biol-
ogists have for many years recognized that
negative feedback loops frequently help to
stabilize gene expression. In the simplest
case, for example, the protein product of a
gene may act to inhibit the synthesis of
that very gene. In this case, as the concen-
tration of the protein increases, it will ulti-
mately turn off its own synthesis.

What about positive feedback loops? In
a positive feedback loop, the expression of
some gene leads to a cascade of cause and
effect that eventually feeds back to trigger
a further increase in its expression, which
then, in turn, triggers a still further
increase. In the absence of mitigating fac-
tors, positive feedback of this kind would
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Abstract
We discuss properties which must be satisfied by a genetic network in order for
it to allow differentiation. These conditions are expressed as follows in mathe-
matical terms. Let F be a differentiable mapping from a finite dimensional real
vector space to itself. The signs of the entries of the Jacobian matrix of F at a
given point a define an interaction graph, i.e. a finite oriented finite graph G(a)
where each edge is equipped with a sign. René Thomas conjectured 20 years
ago that if F has at least two nondegenerate zeroes, there exists a such that G(a)
contains a positive circuit. Different authors proved this in special cases, and we
give here a general proof of the conjecture. In particular, in this way we get a
necessary condition for genetic networks to lead to multistationarity, and there-
fore to differentiation. We use for our proof the mathematical literature on glob-
al univalence, and we show how to derive from it several variants of Thomas’
rule, some of which had been anticipated by Kaufman and Thomas.
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lead to an explosive and unbounded
increase in the concentrations of various
proteins. In reality, of course, other factors
always come into play, and positive feed-
back tends to be associated with dynamics
that switch the cell from one stable condi-
tion to another.

For example,upon entering an environ-
ment that is sufficiently rich in the sugar
lactose, an Escherichia coli bacterium will
begin expressing the lac operon, thereby
producing a handful of enzymes that allow
lactose digestion. The onset of expression
takes place through positive feedback. A
small molecule related to lactose and
known as the ‘inducer’ is the real stimula-
tor of lac expression. Significantly, one of
the enzymes that lac expresses, a perme-
ase, acts to pump this inducer into the cell.
Hence,inside the cell, inducer tends to lead
to more permease and permease to more
inducer. So, if a few inducer molecules
make it into the cell, which happens natu-
rally when lactose concentration reaches a
certain threshold on the cell’s exterior, this
kicks off a process of positive feedback
that leads rapidly to a change in gene
expression from one state to another.

This is a striking example of cell differ-
entiation – a change in the state of a cell
that is triggered by a historical event, in
this case, by the temporary exposure to an
adequate concentration of lactose. Once
induced into lac expression, the bacterium
will remain in this state even if the con-
centration of inducer subsequently falls
below the threshold required to initiate lac
expression in the first place. So the bac-
terium can exist in either of two stable
states – induced or uninduced, correspon-
ding to expression or lack of expression of
the lac operon. The cell’s condition
depends on not only its genes, but its his-
tory.1

When studying interactions in a system
of biochemical compounds, it is quite rare
that one obtains quantitative results. One
can show that, in a given tissue (the prod-
uct of) a gene A is an activator (or a repres-
sor) of the expression of a gene B, but the
strength of this interaction, the concentra-
tions and their kinetics are usually
unknown. The resulting information is
essentially summarized by an interaction
graph G, by which one means a finite ori-
ented graph together with a sign for every
edge.The vertices correspond to the mem-
bers of the network, and there is a positive
(respectively negative) edge from A to B
when A activates (respectively represses)
the synthesis of B.Note that there can exist
both a positive and a negative edge from A
to B,since A can activate B at a certain con-
centration and repress it at another one.

These interaction graphs can be quite
complicated. It is therefore very desirable
to find ways to use them to restrict the pos-
sible behavior of the network they repre-
sent. In this paper, we shall address the
question of when the network is suscepti-
ble to have several stationary states. A
beautiful conjecture of Thomas [1] asserts
that a necessary condition for multista-
tionarity is that G has an (oriented) circuit
C which is positive, i.e. such that the prod-
uct of the signs of the edges of C is positive,
at least in part of the phase space.This was
already proved in several cases [2–5], and
we shall present a proof in the general case
(Theorem 1).

To formulate the question in mathe-
matical terms, we choose a continuous
model.Let n � 1 be an integer,and let F be
a differentiable map form �n to itself. The
evolution of a network of n compounds
can be modelled by the differential system

dx__
dt

= F(x),

where x is a differential path in �n: the
components of x(t) are the different con-
centrations at time t. Asking whether this
system has several stationary states
amounts to asking whether F has several

zeroes. Given any a � �n, the interaction
graph G(a) is defined from the signs of the
partial derivatives (�ƒi/�xj)(a) of the com-
ponents of F = (ƒi) at a (see 2.1 below for a
precise definition): a positive (respectively
negative) sign indicates that j is an activa-
tor (respectively a repressor) of i. The pre-
cise formulation of Thomas’ rule is then
the following: if F has at least two (nonde-
generate) zeroes in �n, there exists a � �n

such that G(a) contains a positive circuit.
The main remark leading to a proof of

this assertion is the following. If F has sev-
eral zeroes, it cannot be univalent (i.e. one
to one). Therefore, if we know sufficient
conditions for F to be univalent, their
negation will give necessary conditions for
F to have several zeroes. We might then
deduce properties of G(a) from these nec-
essary conditions.

It turns out that finding sufficient con-
ditions for F to be univalent is a classical
issue in mathematical economy, when one
wants to know that the factor prices are
uniquely determined by the prices for
goods. Several results have been obtained
with this application in mind. Gale and
Nikaido [6] gave an elegant criterion of
univalence in terms of the Jacobian matrix
J(x) = (�ƒi/�xi)(x): assume that for every 
x � �n , the principal minors (respective-
ly the determinant) of J(x) are nonnegative
(respectively is positive), then F is univa-
lent. As we shall see, this result leads pre-
cisely to a proof of Thomas’ conjecture
(Theorem 1).

Following the same line of arguments,
we can also apply variants of the theorem
of Gale-Nikaido, which are discussed for
instance in the book of Parthasarathy [7].
A motivation for doing so is that one may
want to restrict the domain of F to be the
closed positive quadrant (since a concen-
tration cannot be negative). In general, F
will be defined on a product � of n inter-
vals, open or not. However, in this general-
ity, there exist counterexamples to the con-
dition of Thomas (see 3.5). But, when F
has at least two zeroes, we can still find

1 For a more detailed discussion of this example, see R.
Thomas, Laws for the Dynamics of Regulatory Net-
works [Int J Dev Biol 1998;42:479–485]. As Thomas
notes, this is also one of the clearest and most striking 
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In this example, the existence of multi-
ple stationary states is clearly associated
with a positive feedback loop.From a more
fundamental point of view, one might
wonder if this is always the case. Would it
be possible to have multiple stationary
states within a genetic regulatory network
and yet have no positive feedback loops?
Or are these an absolutely necessary ingre-
dient? In 1984, René Thomas conjectured
that E. coli is indeed no isolated case: that
multiple stationary states can exist only in
the presence of at least one positive feed-
back loop. Over the past decade, various
researchers have proven Thomas’s conjec-
ture under a series of progressively more
general conditions, and here, in the pres-
ent paper, Christophe Soulé offers further
progress along these lines. Most biologists
seem to accept that positive feedback is a
frequent component of gene regulatory
networks, and strongly associated with
cellular multi-stability. While the present
work cannot be said to prove that positive
feedback is absolutely necessary for cellu-
lar differentiation, or for the existence of
multiple stable states in a general sense, it
does tend to suggest that biologists’ intu-
ition is probably correct.

To begin with, the paper sets out a
mathematical framework for the proof
with a few preliminaries.

The dynamical evolution of the chemi-
cal concentrations of a network of N com-
pounds can be expressed in the form 
dx/dt = F(x), where F(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), ...
fN(x)) is a vector-valued function of the
vector x = (x1, x2, ... xN) which represents
the concentrations of the various com-
pounds. For any set of concentrations 
x = a, the function F(x) gives the rate of
increase of each compound, and leads 
in a simple way to an interaction graph 

properties of its interaction graphs
(Theorem 5), as a consequence of a univa-
lence theorem of Gale-Nikaido [6, 7].
Furthermore, it is often the case that,when
defining the interaction graph of several
biochemical compounds, the degradation
of each of them is not taken into account.
We show in Theorem 6 that this makes
Thomas’ rule valid in full generality.

Another refinement of the theorem of
Gale-Nikaido, by Garcia and Zangwill [8],
applies to the case where � is closed and
bounded. This leads to Theorem 7 which,
in turn, for general �, gives some infor-
mation on the location of the zeroes of F
(Theorem 8).

The economist P.A.Samuelson imagined
a stronger univalence criterion than those
above. It is not true for general F, but L.A.
Campbell proved it when � = �n and F is
algebraic, e.g. when each component of F is
the quotient of two real polynomials. In
Theorem 9 we translate his result in terms of
properties of the interaction graph.

One can expect more graphical require-
ments for multistationarity.One of them is a
conjecture of Thomas and Kaufman [9],
which is stronger than the original Thomas’
conjecture. We have been unable to prove
this assertion, but we obtained some evi-
dence for it in Theorems 3, 4 and 5.

The paper is organized as follows.
Section 1 gives definitions about graphs,
matrices and determinants. It shows basic
lemmas, which are standard knowledge in
the literature on interaction graphs. In
Section 2 we define the interaction graphs
G(a) and we state the conjectures of
Thomas and Kaufman-Thomas. In Section
3 we prove the conjecture of Thomas and we
give some (counter)examples. In Section 4
we discuss the conjecture of Kaufman-
Thomas. Next, we give results when the
domain � is not necessarily open, and we
refine them in Section 6. Finally, we discuss
the case of an algebraic map in the last sec-
tion.

The literature on the question studied
here is scattered in several different jour-

nals, and it has been crucial for me to
receive papers from various authors (see
Acknowledgment).

1  Graphs and Matrices
1.1
An interaction graph G = (V, E, sgn) is a

finite oriented graph (V, E) together with a
sign map sgn: Ej {±1}.In other words,V
(the vertices) and E (the edges) are two
finite sets and each edge e � E has an ori-
gin o(e) � V and an endpoint t(e) � V (it
may happen that o(e) = t(e)).

A circuit in G is a sequence of edges 
e1, ..., ek such that o(ei + 1) = t(ei) for all i =
1, ..., k – 1 and t(ek) = o(e1).

A hooping is a collection C = {C1, ...,
Ck} of circuits such that, for all i ) j, Ci

and Cj do not have a common vertex. A
circuit is thus a special case of hooping.
We let 

V(C) =   
k

I_I
i=1

V(Ci) 

be the (unordered) set of vertices of C.
This set V(C) will also be called the sup-
port of C. A hooping is called Hamiltonian
when its set of vertices is maximal, i.e.
V(C) = V. Note that hoopings are called
‘generalized circuits’, or ‘g-circuits’ i [10]
and Hamiltonian ones are called ‘full cir-
cuits’ o [9].

The sign of a circuit C is

sgn(C) = �
e�C

sgn(e) � {±1}.

When sgn(C) = +1 (respectively –1) we
say that C is positive (respectively nega-
tive). The sign of a hooping C is

sgn(C) = (–1)p + 1, (1)

where p is the number of positive circuits
in C [see 10].

Given any subset I � V we let �I G be the
interaction graph obtained from G by
changing the sign of every edge e � E such
that t(e) � I. Given any permutation � �
Aut(V) of the vertices, we let �G be the
interaction graph obtained from G by 
replacing each edge j j i by an edge 
j j �(i), with the same sign.

examples of epigenetic inheritance. Experimentally, a
culture of genetically identical E. coli bacteria can be
manipulated to produce two distinct sub-cultures of
induced and un-induced organisms that will transmit
these phenotypic differences faithfully to their progeny.
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G(a) – a network of nodes and links that
offers a logical representation of the vari-
ous interactions (see diagram 1).Each ele-
ment (or vertex) in the graph represents
one compound (a protein, for example). If
the partial derivative (�fi/�xj)(a) is non-
zero, then compound j influences the con-
centration of compound i, and the graph
contains a link (or edge) running from ele-
ment j to element i. This defines an orient-
ed graph, as each edge has a definite direc-
tion. The sign of the partial derivative (+
or –) defines the sign of the edge j j i,and
reveals whether compound j tends to
increase or decrease the concentration of
compound i.

Diagram 1

The author also reviews a few technical
definitions that provide convenient tools
for describing a graph of this kind. A ‘cir-
cuit’ within the graph – if any exist –
would be a closed path that travels along a
set of oriented links.By definition, the sign
of a circuit is just the product of the signs
of the edges it involves. More generally, a
‘hooping’ is defined as a collection of cir-
cuits, all of which follow entirely distinct
routes (with no element of the graph
belonging to more than one circuit). A
hooping can also be given a sign, and it
would seem natural to define this as the
product of the signs of the circuits that
make it up, in which case the sign would
depend on the number of negative cir-
cuits. Soulé, however, adopts a different
definition (introduced originally by
Eisenfeld and De Lisi) in which the sign of

1.2
Let n 6 1 be an integer and A = (aij)

an n by n real matrix. We can attach 
to A an interaction graph G as follows.
The set of vertices of G is {1, ..., n}. There
is an edge e with o(e) = j and t(e) = i if
and only if aij � 0. The sign of e is the
sign of aij.

Given any subset I � {1, ..., n}, the
principal minor of A with support I is the
real number det(AI), where AI is the
square matrix (aij)i,j�I. By definition

det(AI) =  �
���	

�(�) �
i�I

ai�(i), (2)

where �I is the group of permutations of I
and 
(�) is the signature of �. (Recall that

 is defined by the equalities 
(���) =

(�)
(��) for all �,�� � �I and 
(�) =
–1 when � � �I is a transposition).

For any � � �I we let

a(�) = 
(�) �
i�I

ai�(i) (3)

so that

det(AI) =  �
���	

a(�).

When a(�) � 0, we let sgn(a(�)) = ±1 be
its sign.

Let D = diag(d1, ..., dn) be a diagonal 
n by n real matrix and I � � any subset. It
follows from the definition (2) that

det((A + D)I) = �
J�I

det(AJ) �
i�I–J 

di. (4)

Given I � V any subset, we let �I A be
the matrix obtained from A by replacing aij

by –aij whenever i � I. Given any � � �n

= Aut(V) we let �A be the product of A
with the permutation matrix defined by �.
Clearly

G(�I A) = �I G(A)

and

G(�A) = �G(A).

1.3
We keep the notation of the preceding

paragraph. Note that, given any permuta-
tion � � �I, there is a unique decomposi-
tion

I = I 1 I–I I2 I–I... I–I Ik

of I into a disjoint union of nonempty sub-
sets such that the restriction �� of � to I�

is a cyclic permutation for all � = 1, ..., k.
Let C(��) be the circuit of G with edges
(i,��(i)), i � I� (note that ai��(i) � 0 since
a(�) � 0).We denote by C(�) the hooping
of G which is the disjoint union of the cir-
cuits C(��), � = 1, ..., k.

When X is a finite set, we let #(X) be its
cardinality. The following lemma is due to
Eisenfeld and DeLisi [10, Appendix,
Lemma 2], and is probably at the origin of
the definition (1).

Lemma 1. Let I � {1, ..., n} be any sub-
set and let � � �I be such that a(�) � 0.
Then the following identity holds

sgn(C(�)) = sgn(a(�)) (–1)#(I) + 1.

Proof. Since 
(�) =  
k
�
�=1


(��) and I =
I–I
�

I�, we get from (3) that

a(�) = �
�  

a(��). (5)

For each � = 1, ..., k, since �� is cyclic we
have


(��) = (–1)#(I�) + 1.

The circuit C(��) is positive if and only if
�
i�I� 

ai��(i) is positive, in which case we get
from (3) that

sgn(a(��)) = (–1)#(I�) + 1. (6)

When C(��) is negative we get

sgn(a(��)) = (–1)#(I�). (7)

Therefore, according to (5), (6), (7), we get

sgn(a(�)) = (–1)p (–1) �
�#(I�) = (–1)p (–1)#(I),

where p is the number of positive circuits
in C(�). Since, according to (1), sgn(C(�))
= (–1)p + 1, the lemma follows.

1.4
From Lemma 1 we get the following:
Lemma 2. Let A be an n by n real matrix

and let I � {1, ..., n} be any subset.
(i) Assume that det(–AI) is negative

(respectively positive). Then there exists a
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a hooping depends on the number of pos-
itive circuits. Specifically, the sign is posi-
tive if the hooping contains an odd num-
ber of positive circuits,and negative other-
wise. This particular definition, peculiar
though it may seem, turns out to be fruit-
ful.

In terms of this graph,the Thomas con-
jecture claims that the existence of multi-
ple stationary states for the network
requires the existence of at least one posi-
tive circuit. In terms of the definitions giv-
en above, Soulé’s basic approach to the
Thomas conjecture follows a straightfor-
ward though at times somewhat delicate
logic.

The author begins by interpreting ‘mul-
tiple stationary states’ to mean that there
must be at least two values of x for which
the function dx/dt = F(x) = 0. These are
fixed points, representing unchanging
states of the dynamics. The existence of at
least two such points implies that the func-
tion F(x) cannot represent a one-to-one
mapping, for it maps at least two points
into the same value. In the context of this
interpretation, Soulé’s strategy is to
explore what properties of the graph G(a)
can be inferred from the statement that
F(x) is not one-to-one.This can be done by
identifying conditions C that would guar-
antee that F(x) is one-to-one, for the fail-
ure of F(x) to be one-to-one would then
imply that conditions C do not hold (or
that the negation of C is true). Hence, a
starting point for the investigation is the
identification of suitable conditions C,
which Soulé takes from an earlier mathe-
matical result of Gale and Nikaido.

As these authors established,a function
F(x) is guaranteed to be one-to-one if its
Jacobian matrix J(x), defined as Ji,j(x) =
(�fi/�xj)(x), satisfies certain properties. A
‘principal minor’ of a matrix A is defined
to be the determinant of the sub-matrix
that is obtained from A by restricting the
indices to some subset I. (For n = 5, for
example, one possible subset would be I =
{1,3,5}).Gale and Nikaido established that

positive (respectively negative) hooping in
G(A) with support I.

(ii) Assume det(–AI) = 0. Then either
there exist two hoopings in G(A) with oppo-
site signs and support I, or there is no hoop-
ing in G(A) with support I.

Proof. From (2) we get

det(–AI) = (–1)#(I)det(AI).

Therefore, according to Lemma 1,

det(–AI) = – �
���	

sgn(C(�))|a(�)|. (8)

Assume det(–AI) is negative (respectively
positive). Then, according to (8), there
exists � � �I such that C(�) is positive
(respectively negative). This proves (i).

If det(–AI) = 0, either there exist two
summands with opposite signs on the
right hand side of (8),or a(�) is zero for all
� � �I. This proves (ii), since every hoop-
ing of G(A) with support I is of the form
C(�) for some � � �I.

2  Conjectures on
Multistability
2.1
Let �i be a nonempty interval in �:

�I = ]aI, bi[, [ai, bi[, ]ai, bi] or [ai, bi],

with ai � – and bi � +. Denote by 
� � �n the product � =  

n

i=1
� �i.

Consider a map

F : �j�
n

which is differentiable, i.e. such that, for
each i,j � {1, ..., n} and any a � �, the 
i-th component fi of F has a partial deriva-
tive  �fi /�xi (a) at the point a and

fi(x) = fi(a) +
n

�
j=1

�fi––�xj
(a)(xj – aj) + o(||x – a||),

where ||x – a|| is the norm of x – a and o is
the Landau o-symbol (we could also use a
weaker notion of differentiability, see
[11]). The map F is called C1 when every
partial derivative �fi/�xj is continuous 
on �.

For any a � �, the Jacobian of F at a is
the n by n real matrix

J(a) = J(F)(a) = (�fi––�xj
(a)).

For any a � � we let

G(a) = G(J(a))

be the interaction graph of J(a), defined
as in 1.2. We also let G(F) be the interac-
tion graph defined as follows. Its set of
vertices is V = {1, ..., n}. Given i and j in
V, there is at most one positive (respec-
tively negative) edge from j to i; it exists
if and only if there is a positive (respec-
tively negative) path in G(a) for some 
a � �. In other words, G(F) is the 
‘superposition’ of all the interaction
graphs G(a).

Given any subset I � V,we let �IF be the
map obtained from F = (fi) by replacing fi

by –fi when i � I. Given � � �n, we let �F
= (f�–1(i)). The interaction graphs of ��I F
are ��I G(a), a � �, and ��I G(F).

2.2
We shall be interested in the set of

zeroes of F, i.e. the points a � � such that
F(a) = 0. They can be viewed as the sta-
tionary states of the system of differential
equations

dx(t)–––––
dt

= F(x),

where x(t) is a differentiable mapping
from a real interval to �.

We say that a zero a of F is nondegener-
ate when det(J(a)) � 0.

2.3 Conjecture 1 (Thomas [1])
Assume that � is open and that F has at

least two nondegenerate zeroes in �.Then
there exists a � � such that G(a) contains
a positive circuit.

Remark. This conjecture has already
been proved in several cases. First, it is
known to hold when the signs of the entries
in J(a) are independent of a � � [3, 4, see
also 5] (also the remark in 5.2 below). It
was also shown [in 2] for stable stationary
states when � contains the positive quad-
rant and fi(x) > 0 whenever xi = 0.
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a function F(x) will be one-to-one if all of
the principal minors of J(x) are non-nega-
tive, and if the determinant of J(x) (the
principal minor when I is the entire set of
indices) is positive for all x. These are the
conditions C.

Since the principal minors play an
important role in this theorem, Soulé’s
next step is to express their values in a con-
venient fashion. A permutation � repre-
sents a re-ordering of a set of indices. (In
the case n = 3, for example, one permuta-
tion would represent the mapping (1, 2, 3)
j (2, 1, 3), while another would represent
(1, 2, 3) j 3, 1, 2)). As Soulé notes in sec-
tion 1.2, any principal minor is by defini-
tion a sum over all the permutations of the
various indices contained in a subset I.
Consider the full determinant, for exam-
ple, when I is the entire set of n indices. In
this case,each term in the sum is the quan-
tity

a(�) = 
(�)a1,�(1)a2,�(2)...an,�(n),

where �(i) gives the index into which the
permutation maps i, and 
(�) gives the
sign with which this term appears in the
sum,either +1 or –1.(As a technical point,

(�) is defined to be 1 when � is the iden-
tity permutation, which represents no re-
arrangement of the indices at all.The signs
of all other terms in a principal minor fol-
low from the fact that any permutation can
be realized as a sequence of ‘transposi-
tions’ – permutations that simply switch
two indices while leaving all others un-
changed. By definition, the sign 
(�) is
positive if, starting from the identity, the
permutation � can be achieved by an even
number of transpositions, and is negative
if it requires an odd number of transposi-
tions.) 

These are standard formalities in linear
algebra.To this point, the paper has simply
noted that the principal minors of the
Jacobian play a central role in the condi-
tions C (sufficient for F(x) to be one-to-
one), and has expressed these principal
minors as sums over permutations. The

2.4 Conjecture 2 
(Kaufman-Thomas [9])
Under the same assumption as Conjec-

ture 1,
(i) either there exist a � � such that

G(a) has a positive Hamiltonian hooping
and a negative Hamiltonian hooping,

(ii) or there is a cyclic permutation � of
a subset of {1, ..., n} and there exist a, b �
� such that the circuit C(�) in G(a)
(respectively in G(b)) is positive (respec-
tively negative).

Note that Conjecture 2 for F implies
Conjecture 1 for F. It is quite different
though, since positive and negative cir-
cuits play a symmetric role in it. In case (i)
we shall say that ‘G has two Hamiltonian
hoopings of opposite signs’ and in case (ii)
we shall say that ‘G has an ambiguity’. In
the latter case, G(F) contains two circuits
with the same ordered set of vertices and
opposite signs [but (ii) is stronger than
that statement].

3  A proof of Thomas’
Conjecture 1
3.1
Theorem 1. Assume � is open and F

has at least two nondegenerate zeroes in �.
Then, for every I � V and every � � �n,
there exists a � � such that ��I G(a) has a
positive circuit. In particular, Thomas’
Conjecture 1 holds true.

Since ��I G(x) = G(��I J(x)) and since
��I(F) satisfies the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 1 if and only if –F does,we just have to
check that,for some a � �, the interaction
graph G(–J(a)) has a positive circuit.
According to Lemma 2 (i), it will be
enough to show that, for some a � �, a
principal minor of –J(a) is negative. In
other words:

Theorem 1��. Assume that, for every 
� � �,all the principal minors of –J(a) are
nonnegative. Then –F can have at most one
nondegenerate zero.

3.2
For any positive real number � let

��(x) = –F(x) + �x.

Since

J(��) = –J(F) + diag(�, ..., �),

it follows from (4) that,under the hypothe-
ses of Theorem 1�, each principal minor of
J(��) is positive on �. According to Gale
and Nikaido [6, Theorem 4], this implies
that �� is univalent. The following propo-
sition ends the proof of Theorem 1�:

Proposition 1. Let � = � j �n be a
differentiable map defined on an open set
� � �n. Assume that, for all � > 0, the map

��(x) = �(x) + �x

is univalent. Then � can have at most one
nondegenerate zero in �.

3.3
The proof of proposition 1 proceeds as

Theorem 4� [6] and IV, Theorem 4 [7, p.
35]. Assume a and b are two nondegener-
ate zeroes of � in �. According to
Alexandroff and Hopf [12, XII, § 2.9, p.
477], we can choose open neighborhoods
Ua and Ub of a and b, respectively, such that
–Ua � –Ub = �, –Ua � �, –Ub � �, a (respec-
tively b) is the unique zero of � in –Ua

(respectively –Ub), and the degrees deg(�,
–Ua, a) and deg(�, Ub, 0) are equal to ±1.
Arguing as in reference 7 [or 6, loc.cit.],we
get

1 = deg(�, –Ua � –Ub, 0) = deg(�, –Ua, 0) + deg(�,
–Ub, 0),

hence a contradiction. q.e.d.

3.4
The restriction to nondegenerate

zeroes of F in Theorem 1 is necessary. For
example, if n = 2, � = �n and

F(x, y) = (–xy2, –y)

we have

–JF(x, y) = (y2

0
2xy

1  ).
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key to approaching the Thomas conjecture
lies next in establishing an interesting link
between these principal minors and the
circuits of the interaction graph G(x).

Soulé establishes this important con-
nection in Section 1.3. As he points out,
while each term in a principal minor cor-
responds to a permutation �, each such
permutation also defines a natural ‘hoop-
ing’ of the graph G(x) – that is, a set of dis-
joint circuits within the graph. To see this,
note that any permutation produces a
decomposition of the network into a set of
disjoint ‘sectors’. For example, consider for
n = 5 the permutation (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) j
(3, 1, 2, 5, 4). A visualization of this map-
ping reveals that the permutation acts
independently within two sectors, one
comprising elements 1, 2 and 3 and the
other elements 4 and 5 (see diagram 2).
The permutation produces a natural cir-
cuit within each sector, and these circuits
together make up a hooping. By consider-
ing how the permutations relate to both
the principal minors of the Jacobian
matrix and to the graph G(x), it becomes
clear that each non-zero term in any prin-
cipal minor corresponds uniquely to some
hooping of the graph.

Diagram 2

This elegant connection is useful be-
cause it links properties of the principal
minors to properties of the interaction
graph. Specifically, the sign of each term
a(�) in any principal minor of J(x) can be
linked directly to the sign of the corre-
sponding hooping C(�), and hence, to the

1

2 3

4 5

Clearly G has no positive circuit.
However, F(x, 0) = 0 for any x � �.

3.5
It is also essential that � is open. Let �

be the set of (x, y) � �2 such that x � 0
and y � 0. Consider the map F : � j �2

defined by

F(x,y) = ((y – 2)2 – x2 – 1, 4x – 2xy).

We get

–JF(x,y) = (  2x
2y–4

4–2y
2x    ).

Therefore, according to (8), G(F) does not
have any positive circuit. On the other
hand, both (0, 3) and (0, 1) are nondegen-
rate zeroes of F in �. We shall discuss the
case of an arbitrary � in Sections 5 and 6
below.

4  On the Conjecture of
Kaufman-Thomas
4.1
We first assume that n = 2. Let � � �2

be as in 2.1 and open, with coordinates x
and y. For any h: � j � we write h � 0
to mean that h(a) = 0 for every a � �. If h
is differentiable, we let hx (respectively hy)
be its partial derivative with respect to the
first (respectively second) variable.
Let

F = (f, g): �j�2

be a differentiable mapping.
Theorem 2. Assume that F has at least

two nondegenerate zeroes in �. Then, one
of the following conditions holds:

(i) G has two Hamiltonian hoopings of
opposite signs,

(ii) G has an ambiguity, and 
(iii) fx gy � 0 but fx � 0 and gy � 0.
Proof. Assume that G has no ambigui-

ty, and that its Hamiltonian hoopings have
all the same sign. If, in addition, fx gy � 0,
since the sign of fx(a) (respectively gy(a))
is independent of a, we can multiply f and
g by ±1 to get to the case where fx(a) � 0
and gy(a) � 0 for all a � �. It follows that
fx(a)gy(a) � 0 and, since all Hamiltonian

hoopings have the same sign, fy(a)gx(a) �
0 (by Lemma 1). Therefore, Theorem 1�
applies to F and we conclude that F has at
most one nondegenerate zero.

Assume now that gy � 0. After multi-
plying f and g by ±1 we can assume that 
fx � 0 and fygx � 0. Once again, Theorem
1’ implies that F has at most one nonde-
generate zero. q.e.d.

4.2
With an additional assumption,

Conjecture 2 is true for all n � 2:
Theorem 3. Let F : �j�n be a differ-

entiable mapping such that � is open and F
has at least two nondegenerate zeroes.
Then, one of the following conditions holds:

(i) G has two Hamiltonian hoopings
with opposite signs,

(ii) G has an ambiguity,
(iii) for any point a � � there exists i �

{1, ..., n} such that G(a) does not contain an
edge from i to itself.

Proof. Assume that all Hamiltonian
hoopings in G have the same sign, that G
has no ambiguity and that, for some a �
�, and for any i � {1, ..., n}, there is an
edge in G(a) from i to itself. The last con-
dition means that all diagonal entries in
J(a) are nonzero. After multiplying each
component of F by ±1 we can assume that
all diagonal entries of J(a) are positive. Let
C be any hooping in J(a), and let I be its set
of vertices. The disjoint union of C with all
the circuits i j i, i � {1, ..., n} – I, is a
Hamiltonian hooping of G(a). Its sign
must be the sign of the Hamiltonian hoop-
ing which is the disjoint union of all the
positive circuits ij i, i � {1, ..., n}, name-
ly (–1)n + 1. We conclude that

sgn(C) = (–1)#(I).

According to Lemma 1, this implies that 
C = C(�) with sgn(a(�)) = +1, � � �I.
Since G has no ambiguity, for any � � �I

we have sgn(a(�)) � 0 in �.Therefore,for
any x � �, all the principal minors of J(x)
are nonnegative. Applying Theorem 1�, we
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signs of the various circuits involved in it.
In his Lemma 1, Soulé establishes by
straightforward calculation that the rela-
tionship between these signs is, in the gen-
eral case,

sgn(C(�)) = sgn(a(�))(–1)#(I) +1,

where #(I) is the number of indices in the
subset I of indices. (The simplicity of this
relationship finally explains the apparently
odd definition of the sign of a hooping giv-
en in equation (1)).

This result leads immediately to the
important result of Lemma 2. For any
matrix A, consider the principal minor of
–A relative to some set of indices I. Using
the formula produced in Lemma 1, Soulé
arrives at his equation (8) for this principal
minor. It is then straightforward to deduce
that if det(–AI) < 0, at least one term with-
in the summation on the right hand side
has to be positive.Hence,the sign of at least
one hooping has to be positive, which can
only be the case if the graph contains a
positive circuit. Likewise, if det(–AI) > 0,
then at least one term in the sum has to be
negative and there must be a negative
hooping. This establishes the first part of
Lemma 2.

Next, if det(–AI) = 0, there are two pos-
sibilities. It might be that a(�) = 0 for all
terms on the right-hand side of equation
(8), in which case there simply is no hoop-
ing (the graph does not present any cir-
cuits whatsoever). Alternatively, if any
term on the right side is non-zero, there
must also be another term of opposite
sign, for the sum could not otherwise turn
out to be zero. There would then be a pair
of hoopings of opposite sign. This estab-
lishes the second part of Lemma 2.

These results take the paper to the brink
of the Thomas conjecture. In accordance
with Soulé’s interpretation of the term
‘multiple stationary states’, Section 2.3 of
the paper states this conjecture in a partic-
ular and precise form:‘Assume that � is an
open set and that the function F(x) has two
non-degenerate zeros within �. Then for

conclude that F has at most one nondegen-
erate zero.

4.3
Concerning the graph G(F) (see 2.1) we

can prove the following:
Theorem 4. Let F : �j�n be a differ-

entiable mapping such that � is open and F
has at least two nondegenerate zeroes. Then
G(F) has two Hamiltonian hoopings with
opposite signs.

Proof. We first remark that we can find
a � � and � � �n such that none of the
diagonal entries in J(�F)(a) is zero.Indeed
these entries are, by definition, ––�f�–1(j)––�xj

(a),

j = 1, ..., n, and, when a is a nondegenerate
zero of F, it follows from (1) that, for some
� � �n,

n

i=1
� ––�fi––�x�(i)

(a), (a) � 0.

This proves the claim.
We may then choose I such that all the

diagonal entries in J(�I�F)(a) are nega-
tive. In other words, for each i � {1, ..., n},
the interaction graph �I�G(a) contains a
negative edge i j i. On the other hand,
according to Theorem 1, there exists b �
� such that �I�G(b) has a positive circuit
C. In �I�G(F) the disjoint union of C with
the negative edges i j i, i � V(C), is a
positive Hamiltonian hooping, when the
union of all the negative edges i j i, i �
{1, ..., n}, is a negative one.

It is thus enough to show that if �IG(F)
or �G(F) has two Hamiltonian hoopings
with opposite signs, the same is true for
G(F). This is clear for �IG(F) and for
�G(F), it follows from Lemma 3 below.

4.4.
Lemma 3. Let G be any interaction

graph, � � Aut(V) a permutation of its
vertices, and C a Hamiltonian hooping in G.
The image of C in the interaction graph �G
is then a Hamiltonian hooping with sign

(�)sgn(G).

Proof. Recall from 1.1 that �G is
obtained from G by replacing each edge 
j j i by an edge j j �(i), with the same

sign. As a collection of edges, C has a well-
defined image �C in �G. To check Lemma
3 we may assume that � is the transposi-
tion of two vertices i and j (transpositions
span Aut(V)).

Assume first that i and j are in the
same circuit C1 of C. Then all the circuits
in C other than C1 are fixed by �. The
image of C1 consists of two disjoint cir-
cuits D1 and D2. More precisely, if the ver-
tices of C1 are 1 2 ... i ... j ... m (as we can
assume), we get

�C1 = D1 I–I D2

where the sequence of vertices in D1

(respectively D2) is 1 2 ... i – 1 j j + 1 ... k1
(respectively i i + 1 ... j – 1i). Furthermore,
if C1 has an even (respectively odd) num-
ber of negative edges, D1 and D2 will have
the same (respectively a different) number
of edges modulo two. From this it follows
that �C is a Hamiltonian hooping such
that with the definition (1),

sgn(�C) = –sgn(C),

as was to be shown.
Note that we also have

C1 = �D1 I–I �D2,

therefore, by exchanging the roles of C and
�C, the previous discussion applies also to
the case where i and j lie in two different
circuits of C. q.e.d.

5  The Case of a Domain
Which Is Not Open
5.1
We keep the notation of 2.1, where �

is an arbitrary product of intervals and 
F : �j�n is differentiable.

Theorem 5. Assume that F is not univa-
lent. Then,
(1) For every � � �n,

(i) either there exists a � � and i � V
such that �G(a) does not contain any 
edge from i to itself;
(ii) or, for any subset I � V, there exists
a � � such that �I�G(a) has a positive 
circuit.
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some value a belonging to �, the graph
G(a) has a positive circuit.’ In section 3,
Soulé proceeds to prove this result, which
now only requires a minor extension of the
theorem of Gale and Nikaido.

Recall that this theorem establishes that
a function F(x) is one-to-one over a set �
if all the principal minors of the Jacobian
J(x) are non-negative and the determinant
of J(x) is positive everywhere in �. These
are the conditions C referred to earlier. It
would be easy to prove the Thomas conjec-
ture if the word ‘positive’ in this statement
could be changed to ‘non-negative’; that is,
if it were possible to prove an analog of the
Gale-Nikaido theorem that would involve
slightly less restrictive conditions on the
determinant (specifically, which would
allow it sometimes to be zero). We might
refer to these as conditions C�. The author
tackles this task through his Theorem 1�,
which extends the Gale-Nikaido theorem
in this way.

For convenience, the author here con-
siders the function –F(x) rather than F(x),
but this is of no consequence. This theo-
rem establishes that if the principal minors
of –J(x) are non-negative at all points
within � (conditions C�), then –F(x) has
at most one non-degenerate zero. It is
important to note that in generalizing the
Gale-Nikaido result to hold under the
slightly broader set of conditions C�, Soulé
obtains a theorem that ultimately makes a
slightly weaker claim. Whereas Gale-
Nikaido established a function as being
one-to-one, Soulé in Theorem 1� only
establishes that the function will have at
most one non-degenerate zero. Strictly
speaking,the function is not guaranteed to
be one-to-one, for it may have degenerate
zeros – that is, the function may be zero
over some continuous set of points.

This is adequate, however, to prove the
Thomas conjecture,which follows immedi-
ately from this theorem in conjunction with
Lemma 2. For, if a function F(x) has two
non-degenerate zeros within an open set �
(so that the regulatory network is multi-

(2) When the condition (1(i)) above is not
satisfied, G(F) contains both a positive and
a negative Hamiltonian hooping.

Proof. The map F is univalent if and
only if �I�F is. So, to prove (1), we can
restrict our attention to –F. Note also that
(i) is equivalent to the assertion that there
exists I � V such that �G(a) does not
contain any hooping with support I.
According to Lemma 2, if none of the con-
clusions in (1) is true, all the principal
minors of the Jacobian matrix of –F are
positive on �. By the Gale-Nikaido theo-
rem [6], Theorem 4, this implies that –F is
univalent. This proves (1).

To prove (2), by replacing F by �I F for
an appropriate choice of I, we can assume
that, for each vertex i in G(F), there is a
negative edge from i to itself. Since G(F)
also contains a positive circuit by (1), we
get, as in 4.3 above, that G(F) contains
both a positive and a negative Hamilton-
ian hooping.

Remark. Since the condition 1(i) is
often satisfied, when � is open Theorem
5 is much weaker than Theorems 1 and 4.

5.2
Here is a variant of Theorem 5.
Theorem 6. Assume given, for every

a � �, a diagonal matrix D(a) with posi-
tive entries. Assume F is not univalent.
Then, for some a � �, the interaction
graph

H(a) = G(J(a) + D(a))

has a positive circuit.
Proof. Assume that, for any a � �,

none of the circuits of H(a) is positive.We
know from Lemma 2(i) that all the prin-
cipal minors of –J(a) – D(a) are nonneg-
ative. From (4) this implies that all the
principal minors of –J(a) are positive,
and, again according to reference 6,
Theorem 4, F must be univalent.

Remark. Theorem 6 applies to the sit-
uation considered for instance in refer-
ences 13 and 14, where –D(a) comes from
‘terms of decay’, which are not taken into

account when drawing the interaction
graph. It was proven by Snoussi [5] when
the signs of the entries of J(a) are con-
stant.

6  On the Location of
Stationary States
6.1
Assume that  � =

n

�
i=1

[ai, bi] is a closed
bounded subset of �n. In this case, Garcia
and Zangwill [8] got a stronger result than
Gale and Nikaido [6] [see also 7, V,
Theorem 1, p. 41]. For any I � V define 
Ic = V – I and, for any n by n real matrix A,
let   mI(A) = det(AIc) and   mi(A) = m{i}(A)   for
each i � V. When x lies in �, we write
mI(x) for mI(J(x)) and mi(x) = mi(J(x)).
Define I(x) � V as the set of vertices i such
that xi = ai or xi = bi. The result of Garcia
and Zangwill is the following:

Theorem 7��. Assume F is C1 and that, for
every a � �, and every subset I � I(a),

mI(a) �
i�I

mi(a) � 0.

Then F is univalent.
In particular, when a � �°  =  

n
�
i�I

]ai, bi[,
I(a) = � and the only assertion made is
that det J(a) > 0 [when F is only differen-
tiable, see 11, p. 930, Remark].

6.2
Theorem 7� implies the following refine-

ment of Theorem 5:
Theorem 7. Assume that � is bounded

and closed, and that F : �j�n is C1. If F is
not univalent, for every � � �n, one of the
following conditions holds true:

(i) There exists a � � and I � I(a) such
that no hooping of �G(a) has support Ic, or
�G(a) contains two hoopings with support Ic

and opposite signs.
(ii) There exists a � �� = � – �° , I �

I(a) and hoopings CI and Ci, for each i � I, in
�G(a) such that #(I) � 2, the support of CI

(respectively Ci) is Ic (respectively {i}c), and

sgn(CI) �
i�I

sgn(Ci) > 0.

Furthermore, either #(I) is even or there
exist b � ��, I�� I(b), CI�, Cj, j � I�, with
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stable), then by Theorem 1�, the negation of
the conditions C� must be true: the princi-
pal minors of –J(x) cannot be non-negative
at all points within �. Instead, at least one
of these must be negative at some point.
But, by Lemma 2, if a principal minor of
–J(x) is negative at some point a,there must
exist a positive hooping in the graph G(a),
and therefore a positive circuit within the
interaction graph.Within the context of the
mathematical assumptions here proposed,
the Thomas conjecture is true.

This is the central result of the paper,and
it is important to note that the conclusion
depends crucially on the assumptions that
the set � over which the function F(x) is
defined is open. As Soulé demonstrates in
section 3.5, it is easy to find counterexam-
ples if � is a closed set, such as the positive
quadrant x � 0,y � 0 in the case n = 2.The
reasoning that led to the theorem collapses
in this case because the zeros can occur on
the boundaries of �. In the remainder of
the paper, Soulé goes on to explore a gener-
alization of the Thomas conjecture, as well
as further results that can be obtained
under different assumptions about the
nature of the set �.

All of these results represent important,
if limited, steps toward exploring the
dynamical requirements within regulatory
networks that would allow multi-stability,
and differentiation, to occur. It is important
to note, however, that these results are
achieved within the context of a particular
interpretation of the notion of ‘multiple sta-
tionary states’. These are generally inter-
preted in this paper to be fixed points of the
dynamical system dx/dt = F(x); that is,
points for which F(x) = 0. A more general
(and more realistic) conception would
interpret them as stable attractors, which
would include fixed points, but also oscilla-
tory limit cycles as well as chaotic attracting
states. This limitation takes nothing away
from the general proofs here achieved, but
underscores the difficulties yet to be faced
in exploring in full generality the dynamics
of genetic regulation.

Mark Buchanan

similar properties as above and

sgn(CI�) �
j�I�

sgn(Cj) < 0.

Proof. Again, it is enough to treat the
case � = 1. When F is not univalent we
know from Theorem 7� that there is a � �
and I � I(a) such that

mI(a) �
i�I

mi(a) � 0.

Assume mI(a) = 0. Then, by Lemma 2(ii),
the statement (i) must hold. Assume now
that for all J � I(a), mJ(a) � 0. Since

mI(a) �
i�I

mi(a) < 0

we must have #(I) � 2. Furthermore, for
every vertex k � V, if we replace F by 
�kF = �{k}F the quantity mI(a) is multi-
plied by +1 (respectively –1) if k � I
(respectively k � Ic). Therefore, in all cas-
es, mI(a) �

i�I
mi(a) gets multiplied by

(–1)#(I). It is thus invariant if and only if
#(I) is even. If this number is odd, we
apply the same discussion to –F and we
get b and I� such that

mI�(b) �
j�I�

mj(b) > 0.

Using (8), the statement (ii) follows.

6.3
Let � =  

n

i=1
� �i be an arbitrary product 

of intervals as in 2.1 and let F: � j �n

be a C1 map. From Theorem 7 one gets
some information on where two zeroes of
F can be:

Theorem 8. Fix � � �n. Assume 
that there exist two points a and b in �
such that F(a) = F(b). Assume further-
more that, when x lies in �° , all hoopings of
�G(x) are negative. Then there exists 
x � � such that, when xi � ��i,
the i-th coordinate of a or b is equal to xi,
and a subset I � I(x) such that no 
hooping in �G(x) has support equal 
to Ic.

Proof. One can find a bounded closed
product of intervals �� � � containing a
and b and such that, whenever x � �� and
xi � ��i, the i-th coordinate of a or b is
equal to xi. Since the restriction of F to ��

is not univalent, we can apply Theorem 7.
We are not in case (ii) because, J(x) being
continuous in x, for every x � ��all the
hoopings of G(x) are nonpositive.

Therefore, Theorem 7(i) holds true for
some x � ��, hence the conclusion. q.e.d.

7  The Algebraic Case
Assume now that � = �n and that F is

C1 and algebraic,by which we mean that its
graph {(x, F(x))} � �n × �n is the set of
zeroes of a family of real polynomials in 2n
variables. This will be the case for instance
when each component fi of F is the quo-
tient of two polynomials in n variables. In
that case,a result of Campbell [15] leads to
a stronger conclusion than Theorem 5(1).

Theorem 9. Choose any ordering of V.
Let F : �n

j �n be a C1 map which is not 
univalent. Then we can choose k � n 
such that if I consists of the first k vertices,

(i) either G(F) has two hoopings of oppo-
site signs and support equal to I,

(ii) or there exists a � �n such that none
of the hoopings of G(a) has support equal 
to I.

Proof. For any k � n and a � �n we let

dk(a) = det(J(a)I).

According to reference 15, if dk(a) > 0 for
all k = 1, ..., n, the map F is univalent.
Therefore, under our assumption, dk(a) �
0 for some a and some k. When dk(a) = 0,
either (i) or (ii) is true (by Lemma 2(ii)).
Given i � V, when we replace F by �iF,
dk(a) gets multiplied by –1 (respectively
+1) if i � k (respectively i > k). So we can
assume that, for every I � V, there exist k
and a such that �Idk(a) < 0 (with obvious
notation).By replacing F by �1F we see that
we can also assume that there exist k� and
b such that �Idk� (b) > 0.

Unless (i) or( ii) holds, we can assume
(using Lemma 2 again) that for every 
I � V and every k � n the sign of �Idk(x)
does not depend on x � �n. Let then m be
the maximum of all integers p such that if
i � k � p, dk(x) and d1(x) have the same
sign. When m < n, we can increase m to 
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m + 1 by replacing F by �m+1F.By repeating
this process, we find I such that �Idk(x) has
a fixed sign for every k � n and every 
x � �n. As we saw in the previous para-
graph, this cannot happen. q.e.d.
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